Advantages & unique features . . .

- **Flexibility**
  Cold Cathode lamps can be factory bent and shaped to conform to almost any configuration.

- **Continuity**
  These lamps when butted close to each other can ensure a perfectly continuous illumination without any dark spots - typically prominent in fluorescent fixtures.

- **Long Life**
  The life expectancy is typically 35,000 to 50,000 hours or more. This eliminates frequent re-lamping particularly where lamps are in difficult to reach locations. Cold Cathode have no loss of lamp life each time its turned on - unlike flourescent lamps.

- **Consistency**
  A single linear cold cathode lamp can be maximum 2.4 long, ensuring color consistency and reliability - unlike LED strip lights which has 20 to 40 light emitting diodes for every meter length.

- **Colors**
  Over 20 colors choices plus a wide range tri-phosphorus coated white shades that are 25 % more brighter.

- **Dimmability**
  Easily dimmed with inexpensive dimmers without resorting to sophisticated ballast or transformers.

- **High Lumen output**
  Cold Cathode Luminaries offers several different systems for varying applications, with light output up to 1600 lumens per meter.

- **Weatherproof**
  Unlike LEDs, Cold Cathode lamps are made of sturdy lead-free glass making it impact and water resistant, suitable for outdoor application.